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Vision
“Be the globally recognised and trusted authority for storage leadership, standards 
and technology expertise.”

Mission
Lead the storage industry worldwide in developing and promoting vendor-neutral 
architectures, standards and educational services that facilitate the efficient 
management, movement and security of information

SNIA has been around for 20 years now

160 unique members around the world
3500 active contributing members
50000 IT end users and storage professionals

Enabling the future of IT
Cloud Data Management Interface (CDMI) - Interoperability and portability of data 
stored and protected in the cloud
Storage Management - SMI-S for today’s DCs and the emerging Swordfish for 
seamless management across servers, storage and fabric
Software Defined Storage - changes how storage will be managed and deployed in 
the SDDC
Linear Tape File System (LTFS)l - Bulk transfer to and from cloud environments
Transport Layer Security Protocol - secures communication between storage clients 
and servers
SNIA Emerald - Advances the management of energy efficiency for networked 
storage systems 

New Technical Activities
Scalable storage management TWG formed - next gen storage mgmt interface 
aligned with DMTF Redfish
DMTF/SNIA Work register updated - broader agenda and closer relationship
New membership category - technology affiliate - enabled to bring SFF into SNIA 
infrastructure
IP Policy and P&P update to adopt a SNIA Contributor License Agreement- enables 
open review and contribution, better engagement 

Technical Focus Areas for 2017



*Mark Carlson - Hyperscalers
Hyperscalers are very large customers
- one estimate notes that 1/2 of all bytes shipped are now to hyperscalers
- total (server + storage) market to grow to $71.2B by 2022 with 20.7% CAGR (Allied 
Market Research)
- they can and do request specific features from storage devices via the RFP 
acquisition process
Drive vendors will add these features in order to sell to these customers
- each vendor differs in how these features are implemented and in how they extend 
standard interfaces to accommodate them
SDS products will also benefit from these features as they are added
- many enterprises are taking advantage of the hyperscalers techniques by using 
SDS

People are building their own systems, not buying enterprise storage

Google, Amazon, Facebook, Microsoft (Azure), etc

One Hyperscaler’s Thoughts
For FAST ’16 (USENIX File and Storage Technologies) conference, Eric Brewer (VP 
of infrastructure for Google and credited with the CAP Theorem) talked about a white 
paper they had just published.
The metrics for disk are:
IOPS;
capacity;
lower tail latency; 
security; and
lower TCO.

They would like APIs to:
- control timing over background tasks (when tail latency is an issue)
- leverage disk’s knowledge of details (which blocks are responding slowly)
- prioritise requests, but still allow disk firmware to do the scheduling
- must be an abstraction layer with multiple implementations (a Standard does this)
- have a per I/O retry policy (try really hard, or fail fast)
Mostly due to the tail latency problem



The “long tail” of latency
Krste Asanovic’s keynote at the 2014 FAST conference cited The Tail At Scale by 
Dean and Barraso in drawing attention to the importance of tail latency at DC scale
At FAST ’16, Mingzhe Has et al’s The Tail at Store: A Revelation from Millions of 
Hours of Disk and SSD Deployments paid homage to Dean and Barroso’s work as 
they analysed:
- storage performance in over 450,000 disks and 4,000 SSDs over 87 days
- an overall total of 857 million (disk) and 7 million (SSD) drive hours
- 0.2% of the time, a response to a particular I/O is more that 2x slower than the 
other I/Os in the same RAID group (e.g. one of the drives was slow in responding)
- and 0.6% for SSD
- as a consequence, disk and SSD-based RAID stripes experience at least one slow 
drive (i.e. storage latency tail) 1.5% and 2.2% of the time respectively

Hyperscale Infrastructure for Drives
Higher layer software handles data availability and is resiliency to component failure 
- thus no need for expensive (no SPoF) storage systems
Primary model has been DAS with CPU (memory, I/O) sized to the servicing needs 
of however many drives of what type can fit in a rack’s try (or two) - see the OCP 
Honey Badger
With the advent of higher speed interfaces (PCI NVMe) SSDs are moving off the 
motherboard onto an extended PCIe bus shared with multiple hosts and JBOF 
enclosure trays - see the OCP Lightning proposal
Custom DC monitoring (telemetry) and management (configuration) software 
monitors the hardware and software health of the storage infrastructure.

Tail Latency Remediation
A per I/O tag to indicate that the data is part of a stripe would allow the drive to fail 
fast and return an error - NCQs are partial solution, but are not “per I/O”
The DC monitoring software may detect these slow drives and mark them as failed 
(ref Microsoft Azure) to eliminate the latency issue - even when it’s only a small part 
of the media that is slow
The SDS then automatically finds new places to replicate the data and protection 
information that was on the drive
But this detracts from TCO, due to having to replace the drive in the field - not 
immediately, but typically on the next replacement pass in the DC
If the drive kept track of these slow media locations and could not remap them to 
faster areas, a means to shrink the size of the media down to only fast locations 
(plus new spare) is needed

Current Drives
Don’t allow per I/O hinting (yet?) - see RAID rebuild mode and I/O hints
Remap LBAs only on true media failure - after vendor dependent number of retries 
(re-writing?)
Obviously keep track of failed media areas
- but do they keep track of media areas with slow response time (to predict failure)?
- is slow response time repeatable (not always)? Does it discount background tasks?
Start really failing when they run out of spare media to remap
- spare media sized to give the drive a certain life (MTTF) on average, reduce factory 



returns, increase yields
- but if it reduced spare media for slowdowns would this sizing need to take that into 
account? (Mean time to size reduction)
Try and keep the data and serve it up at all costs
- again to minimise factory returns and TCO, but ...

DePop
Google, MS (Azure) and other Hyperscale storage customers have specific 
requirements for HDDs and SSDs
- long tail of performance biggest problem today
Repurposing and Data Preserving DePop proposals submitted to T13, T10
- Addresses the long tail by removing slow physical elements from the LBA address 
space
As LBA ranges starting responding slow (and causing long tail results), the physical 
element (at as small a grain as possible) status is indicated in a Physical Element 
Status Descriptor
Assuming it is consistently slow due to media problems (not garbage collection, etc)
Host then performs an operation that results in a new, lower capacity with those 
physical elements removed
- drive is returned to service and filled with new data by SDS

Streams
Streams is a concept that associates multiple blocks with an upper level construct 
such as a file or object
- it is likely that these blocks will be deleted as a group and therefore knowledge of 
this grouping can reduce garbage collection of unused write locations
- SSDs can consolidate the LBAs associated with the stream into one or more write 
blocks
- when used with the TRIM command or UNMAP command, entire write blocks can 
then be erased
This improves performance and minimises write amplification due to GC
- this also improves the life of the device
For the NVMe interface this is part of version 1.3
For SAS, this is supported by the WRITE STREAM command amongst others
For SBC-4 this is the Stream Control sub-clause 4.24
For SATA, proposals are being processed

Advanced Background Operations.
Drives do perform operations asynchronously from host requests. These operations 
may include:
- Garbage collection
- scrubbing
- remapping
- cache flushes
- continuous self test
These operations may delay an I/O operations from a host and lead to tail latency
By giving the host some ability to affect the scheduling of these operations, these 
background operations may be rescheduled at a time that reduces the impact on I/O 
operations, reducing the impact of this effect on tail latency



Advanced Background Standards
Advanced Background Operation proposals are targeted for the NVMe interfaces
- For NVMe this work has now focused on NVM Sets (post 1.3)
- For SAS, this work has added a BACKGROUND CONTROL command as defined 
in SBC-4 Background Operation Control
- For SATA, this work is defined in ACS-4 Advanced Background Operations feature 
set

Open-Channel SSDs
An Open Channel SSD is a solid state drive which does not have a full firmware 
Flash Translation Layer (FTL), but instead presents the full physical address space 
of the storage media to the host
- the FTL is then run on the host and may communicate through an interface such as 
NVMe
An open source implementation of the required FTL is typically used to achieve wear 
levelling, GC and sparing
- this gives the hyper scale customer control over the access to the physical media 
allowing it to control the FTL processes
- The SDS si then able to manage tail latency
The LightNVM project has software to enable these types of devices
-using this software, the bad block management, metadata persistence and 
extensions to support atomic I/O are still required to be handled by firmware on the 
device.
Other approaches may divide the operations between host and device differently

Fast-Fail / Rebuild Assist
For SAS and SATA, when a drive is put into rebuild assist mode (it can be enabled / 
disabled as needed), the drive does a couple of things differently:
- it doesn’t try so hard to get the data
- because in this mode, it is assumed that the host has another copy of the data 
available somewhere else
This mode can be disabled on a per I/O basis (so that complex error recovery may 
be done for some I/Os)
When an error is detected, the drive tells the host not only about the error on the 
requested block, but it tells the host about the other errors in a  related contiguous 
chunk
- the LBA of the next “good” block
- this enables the host to not bother trying to access any of those “already known to 
be bad” blocks, and go ahead and get the data from the other source for those 
blocks

Future Proposals
Hyperscalers (Google, Microsoft Azure, Facebook, Amazon) are trying to get SSD 
vendors to expose more information about internal organization of the drives
- would like 200 microsecond read response and 99.9999% guarantee for NAND 
devices
I/O determinism means the host can control order of writes and reads to the device 
to get predictable response times
- window of reading - deterministic responses
- window of writing and background - non-deterministic responses



Changing Supply Chain
There is a new category of storage vendors called Original Design Manufacturer 
(ODM) direct who package up best in class commodity storage devices into racks 
according to the customer specifications and who operate at much lower margins
They may leverage hardware / software designs from the OCP or a similar effort in 
China called Scorpio, now under an organization called Open Data Center 
Committee (ODCC), as well as from other available hardware / software designs.

(Citibank) - check the Wikibon article



New SNIA Effort
DC Storage Task Force - SNIA.org/datacenter
Investigating organization approach
- Technical Work Group (TWG) to work out how to address requirements (APIs, 
software, proposals to T10, T13, NVMe)
- Initiative to promote adoption of solutions and standards

Summary
- Increasing attention to the fast growing Hyperscaler storage market by drive and 
SDS vendors
- Current fractured approach of new features via RFP procurement does not scale
- Coordination of Hyperscaler requirements needed, starting to happen in 
organisations such as NVM Express, OCP
- The SNIA has the right stakeholders to help accelerate industry response (get 
involved in the DC storage task force)

SNIA Technical Council White Paper
- Hyperscaler storage - http://www.snia.org/sites/default/files/technical_work/
Whitepapers/HyperscalerStorage.pdf
- Hyperscaler storage customers typically build their own storage systems from 
commodity components. They have requirements for drives (SSDs and HDDs) that 
are in some cases being put into standard interfaces. This paper explores that trend 
and highlights features of existing and new standards that will meet those 
requirements.


